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Galaxies and the  Universe !

Figures + Tables  for Lectures  on  Apr 17, 19 

           Black Holes in Galaxies 



Supermassive Black hole at Center of Milky Way!



Radio image of  the central  region of the Milky Way !

(Credit: EAC)!

Top =  Sgr A East, a 
non thermal radio 
continuum source. The !
red dot is  Sgr A*, a 
compact radio source, 
coinciding with SMBH 
in center of Mliky Way!

Center = Thermal radio 
continuum image of 
Sgr A West, an HII 
region.!

Bottom= ring of dense 
molecular gas between 
radii of 2-8 pc!



Infrared image of  Galactic Center!

NIR image shows a 
compact stellar 
cluster, centered on 
Sgr A* radio source !

Keck observations 
with adaptive optics!
were taken  over 15 
years to map out  
complete orbits of 
individual stars in the 
cluster.!

Note stars S02 and 
S0-16 !



Supermassive Black Hole at center of Milky way                              !

 Star  S0-2   =  orbit comes close to BH, has short period <16 yrs, fully traced  !
     Star  S0-16 = comes within  90 AU of BH!
 Estimated mass of BH: ~ 3.6 million solar masses!!



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

Map Proper Motion and  Orbits of  Stars around Sgr A*!



Supermassive Black Hole at center of Milky way                              !

Estimated mass: ~ 3.6 million solar masses!!



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

Supermassive Black Hole at center of Milky way                              !



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

X-ray image of central region of Milky Way!



L in  cm2 s-1!

Supermassive Black Holes in External Galaxies !



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

Supermassive Black Holes in External Galaxies !

Position!

Velocity!



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

Supermassive Black Holes in External Galaxies !



L in  cm2 s-1!

(Credit: EAC)!

Supermassive Black Holes in External Galaxies !



L in  cm2 s-1!

Fueling the Central BH :The Angular Momentum Problem !

Before gas in the outer disk!
at a radius  R of ~5 kpc can !
can feed a black hole , its !
specific angular momentum !
 L must be lowered by a !
factor of 105. !

Interactions or mergers can 
help at least partly !

See section 3.2 and 7 in the !
review by Jogee 2006,posted 

on the class website!

(Jogee 2006, Ch6, AGN Physics on All Scales; astro-ph/0408383 ) 



Mass accretion rate to power high and low luminosity AGN  !

(Jogee 2006, Ch6, AGN Physics on All Scales; astro-ph/0408383 )!



 Correlation between  BH  mass and Bulge velocity dispersion!

(Fig from Gehbardt et al 2000)!



 Why do galaxies obey the BH Mass-Bulge σ relation?!

1.  Gravity of BH  does not affect bulge : R_g >> R_bulge!

2.  But BH does impact bulge in terms of energy ! !

 Energy EBH generated by mass accretion onto BH >>   Binding energy of bulge!
        (See in class calculations)   !

    even if a  few % of EBH  is injected into bulge it can cause bulge to dissolve!     !
    a bulge of given velocity dispersion can only survive if mass of BH < some limit!

3.  Major mergers may cause concurrent growth of BH and some types of bulges !
     called classical bulges  … see next slides !



Growth of some bulges and of  central BH via major merger!

* Major mergers of 2 small disk galaxies made of gas and stars can form!
    a bulge with a centrally concentrated surface brightness profile 

(characterized by a high Sersic index n>2.5)  and with a low v/σ	

   ◊ Such bulges often called ʻclassical bulgesʼ. !

*   During the merger !
   Gas is compressed to high density and converted to stars !
    Violent relaxation acts on stars and redistributes them into a  spheroidal !
        component  (mini elliptical or bulge)!

 Gravitational Torques drive gas to !
     low radii,  causing BH to grow. Thus!
      BH and bulges grow synchronously!

  Feedback:  AGN jet heat/expel gas!
      preventing further growth!



Show  merger of two spiral galaxies that host central supermassive black holes. Only the gas 
distribution is shown. Brightness represents gas density. Color hue shows gas temperature.  !
    Gas inflows feed central SF and BH until energy generated by mass accretion onto BH  !
        heat/expel gas, quenching both SF and BH growth !

Di Matteo et al 2005!

Feedback  from Black Holes quench SF and BH growth!



(Credit = V. Springel ) 

Simulation of major mergers with  black holes  



Weinzirl, Jogee, Khochfar, Burkert & Kormendy 2009, ApJ, in press (arXiv:0807.0040)!

But… the synchronous growth of BH and bulges via major merger !
cannot fully explain the BH Mass—Bulge σ  relation . Several challenges:!
1)  Non-classical bulges or  pseudo-bulges!
     A large fraction (66%) of bulges in massive spirals  are not  classical (high 

Sersic n) bulges, but are instead “non-classical” bulges, having a  low Sersic 
n  and low bulge-to-total  B/T ratio (Weinzirl et al 2009; Graham et al. 2008).!



Such bulges are formed over the 
last 10 Gyr primarily via minor 
mergers and via secular evolution 
(bar-driven gas inflow) in isolated 
galaxies, rather than by major 
mergers.  In fact, major mergers 
over the  last 10 Gyr fail by a 
factor of over 30  to account for 
such bulges  (Weinzirl et al. 2009) 

 Present-day      Data        Model galaxies       Model galaxies       Model galaxies !
       B/T                             w/ major merger    w/o  major merger          All!
! ! ! ! !        since  z<=4              since z <=4!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 B/T <=0.2              66%            ~1.6%                       ~66%                      ~68% 
0.2 <B/T<= 0.4       26%              ~5%                         ~13%                     ~18%  
 B/T > 0.4                8%              ~13%                        ~1 %                      ~14% 

(Weinzirl, Jogee, Khochfar, Burkert & Kormendy 2009)!



  NGC 3351 (Jogee, Scoville, & Kenney 2005) !

Disky bulges   are stellar components that lie  in the inner kpc of galaxies,!
  have a  high v/σ,  and a surface brightness profile that is often exponential, !

Believed to form when bars or minor mergers drive gas into inner kpc!
     gas settled into a disk and forms stars !
      get central stellar disks of  high v/σ  in central kpc, called “disky” bulge      !

Disky bulges  (pseudobulges)!



Martinez-Valpuesta, Shlosman, & Heller  2005!
Bulge of Milky Way!

Boxy “bulges”  are thickened bars viewed edge-on!

- Buckling instability  and !
vertical resonances (ILRs) 
in a bar cause it to thicken.!

- If this bar is viewed in an 
edge-on galaxy, it appears 
as a peanut or boxy bulge. !

- Milky Way has boxy bulge!


